¡Guaranteed t0 meet your ƒantasy˚
We’ve got a fetish about making sure our bags don’t flunk up on you. We
get very excited about our guarantee. Very, very excited about it. Like hold me
down cos here I come running through superglue wearin me grandmothers
girdle kinda excited about it . . .

Crumpler bags are made to outlast even yr wildest fantasy. They’re
made from Chicken Tex™ hyper performance fabric: strong enough to
take any whippin yr busy daze and nights might give it. And if u get
caught in the rain while yr chasin down yr fantasy, don’t worry:
Crumpler gear is water resistant.
Our bags have got big zippidees. You just want to keep pulling them up and down,
don’t you fetish fiend? And the straps and buckles are airline strength – strong
enough to use as kite rope for a Spoofnik satellite . . .
We have a fetish about our guarantee – bring back yr Crumpler gear if it’s flunked
and we’ll tickle it, stroke it, lovingly leer over it (and even slap it into line if we have
to) cos we want it to be your fantasy bag . . .
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¡lifestylin’

¡lifestylin’
It’s yr lifestyle, fetish madam man, it aint anybody else’s
my bendy friend, so you gotta set the tone. You gotta know
when to hit and when to throw, when to stay amateur,
when to go pro, when to wear your bikini on your head
and when to put it in the washer. Slosha.
Crumpler’s got the satin n the platinum, the world on a string and the string on
that thing that should be in the bin cos we know u work too hard and love too long,
yr everywhere at once and nowhere twice, feelin kinda naughty but lookin kinda
nice . . . (What rhymes with Crumpler?)
Humpla? Nah, only Crumpler rhymes with Crumpler cos we know all the beats
the streets forgot – and only Crumpler can properlike hold all the tunes and
gadgetools u want 2 play up to today. Gear made of megabjesus material that’ll
outlast yr fetish – lots of pouches, slots, slits, strong straps, waterproof bits.
Everythin u need for heavy duty petting – and gettin stuff (ed) around.

International, interstate, intersexual, intervice, you’re on the move, on the
prove lube, on the plane on the phone, in ya pilot’s palm, where everythin’s
gettin smaller ‘cept all the hairs growin in ya sound holes spite all the shavin...
Let Crumpler hold your lewdstyle together – oooh, you look proody, you look proody, I lark you....
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Crumpler -

¡laptop BAGS

Crumpler compoota bags are the best on Neptune ‘n
maybee even Earth. You’ve got your cluckin great
Chicken Tex™ fabric, your ripsnortin ripstop lining, your
protective padding (no hard knocks for compoota jocks)
and your velcro close me up thingos - u can get laptops up
to 17” in some of them – and that’s a lotta compoota tool! Plus there’s
the prince charles protective seal, tri glides, Quick Flick™ buckles, fat
ass zips and extra pockets and pen holders in some of them. So your
compoota might look like a shiny bit of benchtop but in your Crumpler
bag its cooler than an ice coob in your underies . . .

Features:

fig1. Brown - Noser
It’s racist to comment on my nose pigment. My proboscis – I stick it where it
needs to be. I’m tunneling for information. Nothing can stick to me. I can’t be
excused of handing out nose jobs to get ahead – I’m

in this business

CHICKEN ‘TEX’™

SPOOF PROOF

TIGHT LIPS

THIRD LEG

LOVE HANDLES

super high performance
1000d Chicken ‘Tex’ ™
fabric for guaranteed no
cluck up bagz

& H20 proof
ripstop lining for
when it’s not
raining men ...

shockproof kissers to
swallow your laptop

extra strap keeps
back & load straight
when you go bendy

external loops for pouches
& accessories – something
to hang onto you with

PRINCE CHARLES
PROTECTIVE SEAL

keeps dirt and
corgis out

to make it to the top – when the poo hits the fan I’ll be blowin off and

followin my nose . . .

LAPTOP BAGS

QUICK FLICK™ BUCKLE

big strong buckle holds
on tight, easier to release
than your best mates
boyfriends bra

WEASEL PROOF

SIZE

MOST EXCELLENT

safety system to
keep yr lappy safe
from thievin
weasels, tsk, tsk.

come in all shapes and
sizes, laptop, thintop
and fattop and they’re
OK with that

wheeze guaranteez
the baggies from
first to last
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Wee Bee - small

Gotcha compoooter and sooopa important documents?
Dress em up real prooty in a Wee Bee or a Crippy Duck. . .

WB001

WB002

WB003

dark orange/orange

navy/silver

black/grey

External: 27x34x10cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 14.1” laptop

>

Features:
\ The Crippy Duck and Wee Bee
have original 1000d Chicken
Tex™ hyper performance accessory
fabric with waterproof ripstop lining,
thick protective padding and the
Prince Charles Protective Seal makes
sure no unwanted water, dust or
corgis enter your bag. There's a
removable adjustable shoulder strap,
a carry handle and a shoulder pad
plus internal easy access zip
flappocket with supermesh. The
frontpocket has a 3D pleatshape for
larger loads.

Criøπøπy DUCK - medium

Criøπøπy DUCKtÇw

Wee Bee

CRD001

CRD002

CRD003

dark orange/orange

navy/silver

black/grey

External: 30x36x11cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 15” laptop

LAPTOP BAGS
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4 colours

McBains are the thangs when it’s just u and yr laptop.
Fits yr small, large and legendaryily large lappies.

+006

+007

red/light blue

navy/oatmeal

+008

+009

black/grey

dark grey/grey

>

Features:
\ The MacBains have Original 1000d Chicken Tex™
hyper performance accessory fabric, waterproof ripstop
lining and the Prince Charles Protective Seal makes sure
no unwanted water, dust or corgis enter your bag. Comes
with carry handle, removable and adjustable shoulder
strap plus an external zip pocket.

3 siΩ≈es

McBains{
MBM+ (MEDIUM)

Internal: 28.5x24x4cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 12” laptop

LAPTOP BAGS

MBL≠+ (LARGE)

Internal: 34x29x5cm(wxhxd)
Holds: upto 15” laptop

MBXL+ (EXTRA LARGE)
Internal: 39x29x5cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 17” laptop
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the sh00l hymn{

fig2. Plastic Surgery Freak
Satchels to hug yr small, big or biggest lappies and like fluff-free tights,
they’re hard on the outside, with a prefect-like zip guard . . .

Plastic surgery is a matter of trust: you skin some you bruise
some. I’ve never had any trubble with silicon exploding or
flapping bits on my wobble wibbles . . . I didn’t say it was
armless, it can be very armful . . . but I

b4 colours

>

hand job this week and I feel so threelaxed now . . .

Features:
\ The School Hymn is
made out of orginal
‘Crumpler Synthesised
Preskin Fabric™’ and
has an internal hard
shell plus a protective
zip guard and super
soft fluff free lining to
wrap perfectly around
your laptop giving it a
warm fuzzy secure sort
of feeling.

+001

+002

red

black

+003

+004

silver

blue

Zip guard protects your laptop from scatches.

3 siΩ≈es

LAPTOP BAGS

had my third

SCH+

SCH+

SCH+

Internal: 28x22x3cm (wxhxd)
Holds: 12” laptop

Internal: 34x24x2.6cm (wxhxd)
Holds: 15” laptop

Internal: 39x26x2.6cm (wxhxd)
Holds: 17” laptop

Fits Apple 12” G4 laptop perfectly

Fits Apple 15” G4 laptop perfectly

Fits Apple 17” G4 laptop perfectly
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6 colours

The bags 4 when u need 2 go everywhere + do everything with yr lappy and lots of pens, e-d vices and
other passengers. These r full-padded 4 yr cumfort and there’s a third leg strap to keep yr stable . . .

+006

+007

+008

red/light blue

navy/oatmeal

black/grey

+009

+010

+011

dark grey/grey

oatmeal/orange

olive/green

>

Features:
\ The Roll-O-Notes, Wack-O-Phone and Very Busy Man are made with original 1000d
Chicken Tex™ hyper performance accessory fabric and waterproof ripstop lining. They hold your
laptop in thick protective padding and the Prince Charles Protective Seal makes sure no unwanted
water, dust or corgis enter your bag. They have removable shoulder pads and adjustable shoulder
straps with third leg stabilizers and internal and external zip pockets. They feature external loops
for pouch attachment, Quick Flick™ buckle and adjustable laptop sleeves.

3 siΩ≈es

--

&

very 6usy Man

roll-0-notes
RN+ (SMALL)

External: 35x30x15cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 15” laptop

LAPTOP BAGS

m

roll-0-notes
ack 0 phone

--

ack 0 phone
WP+ (MEDIUM)

External: 35x37x15cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 15” laptop

very 6usy Man
VM+ (LARGE)

External: 37x40x15cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 17” laptop
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Crip Suit

the december Quarter]

Go and get yee a Crisp Suit: it’s the biggest laptop bag for yr laptop dancin . . .
u can fit a Drive-In screen (or at least a very big compooota) + every other tool that gets yr kit cookin’ . . .

CS002

CS003

CS004

black/grey

grey/warm grey

navy/blue

External: 35x36x24cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 17” laptop with
extensive accessories

Scrote

SC-006

Attach the Scrote
(available in 4
colours) to the
strap of your
crumpler bag for
your phone

black

LAPTOP BAGS

>

This is yr fully funk Chanel padded laptop/camera sling ova yrself bag.
Got yr adjustable compartments 4 compoota gear, hardest drives, softest ware, and digi camera quips . . .

DQ001

DQ002

DQ003

black/dark grey

brown/oatmeal

grey/warm grey

Features:
External: 31x32x19cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 17” laptop, 2 big
zoom lenses or 4 normal lenses
+ 2 large bodies, flash and
accessories or computer hardrives,
cables and gear

\ The Crisp Suit has original 1000d Chicken Tex™
hyper performance accessory fabric and waterproof
ripstop lining. Holds your laptop in thick protective
padding, has the Prince Charles Protective Seal making
sure no unwanted water, dust or corgis enter your bag
and has plenty of space for your computer accessories.
Features a removable shoulder pad and adjustable
shoulder strap with third leg stabiliser plus more
external zip pockets and extra internal compartments.
Comes with external loops for pouch attachment and
Quick Flick™ buckle.
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LAPTOP BAGS

>

Features:

\ The December Quarter has original 1000d Chicken Tex™
hyper performance accessory fabric and waterproof ripstop lining.
Adjustable and removable padded internal dividers plus padded
laptop sleeve gives you plenty of space for your computer
accessories, cameras or video gear. Prince Charles Protective Seal
makes sure no unwanted water, dust or corgis enter your bag.
External loops for pouch and lenscase attachment plus a
removable shoulder pad and adjustable shoulder strap with third
leg stabiliser. Has easy access front compartment with mesh and
zip pockets, accessory battery loops, contoured back.
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Crumpler -

Back Packs

Crumpler double-strapped, super strong backpacks have got
rounded tops and a pudgy back bit to keep u comfy. There’s
backpacks with slits and pockets — some backy packys for
your lappy toppy and some for your photo gadgetools — and u
can stuff all your other digi quipment in ‘em too. They’ve got
the ripstop lining and Chicken Tex™ (cluckin ace), they are
back hugging (lovely) and have nice, big zip sliders. Some have got a
meshy bit inside, great for holding technical shite. U can put your pen
and pencils in the slots we’ve made and there’s a zip on the bottom of
some so you can load it all in ... Crumpler backpacks: cause we want u
too have any kind of bag u want (u bag bag boygirl u).

Features:

vee p scarer

CHICKEN ‘TEX’™

SPOOF PROOF

TIGHT LIPS

LOVE HANDLES

super high performance 1000d
Chicken ‘Tex’ ™ fabric for
guaranteed no cluck up bagz

& H20 proof ripstop
lining for when it’s not
raining men ...

shockproof kissers to
swallow your laptop

external loops for pouches &
accessories – something to
hang onto you with

CONTOURED
BACKS

hugs your back . . .
like you want it too

BACK PACKS

WEASEL PROOF

SIZE

MOST EXCELLENT

safety system to keep your
lappy safe from thieving
weasels, tsk, tsk.

backpacks in eight sizes
and 13 colours . . .
hey man that’s my back

wheeze guaranteez the
baggies from first to last
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]6 colours

3 siΩ≈es

These brand spankin back packs r strong, but light weight. Carry yr medium, big and biggerest lap toppers
in these. . .and you’ll joust about run out of stuff to stuff in all the flaps and zips inside n outside . . .

>

Features:

veep scarer External: 28x45x24cm (wxhxd)
SH+

+001

+002

black/cream

navy/silver

+003

+004

dark orange/orange

oatmeal/brown

Holds: upto 15” laptop

6ase touher

\ The Sheep Scarer, Base Toucher
and Team Player have original
1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper
performance accessory fabric and
waterproof ripstop lining. There's a
removable extra padded laptopsleeve
with additional zippocket and
penholder and the dr bodenschatz
back hugger makes light work of
heavy loads. There are external side
loops for attaching pouches and cases,
plus super strong shoulderstraps with
a chest strap for fine adjustment and
loops for pouches. There are two easy
access front zip pockets and one
internal mesh zip pocket plus internal
pockets with velcro closures.

BT+

External: 31x50x24cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 17” laptop

Sheep Scarer, Base Toucher
and Team Player all feature
a removable laptop sleeve

Weasle Proof backzipping
security system.

BACK PACKS

+005

+006

dark red/red

black/grey

¬eam øπlayer
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BACK PACKS

TP+

External: 33x55x28cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 17” laptop

P - 17

¬he formal lounge &ƒarmers double

Big Laptops and fast snappin photo gear or crunchy hard-drives –
carry it all and more in yr Formal Lounge or yr Farmer’s Double . . .

]
3 colours

+001

+002

+003

navy/silver

black/grey

olive/green

>
fig3. Tree Lover
You are my everything. Never leave me. I’m treely

Features:
\ The Formal Lounge and Farmers Double have Original 1000d
Chicken Tex™ hyper performance accessory fabric with waterproof
ripstop lining, plus an extra padded laptopsleeve with additional pocket
for papers. There are two easy access front zip pockets and the lower part
is for photo equipment, computer gear or accessory storage, accessible via
the strong, oversized zip. The upper part can be used for all other
travelling and/or work gear. The dr bodenschatz back hugger makes light
work of heavy loads. Pouches can be attached using the external side
loops. There are super strong shoulderstraps and a chest strap for fine
adjustment, plus further loops for pouch attachment.

sorry for all the times I barked up in our relationship.
You say you want 2 put down roots, well, I’m hear to
stay . . . You

don’t have to branch out and
I don’t want a forest . . . I only want you, my

2 siΩ≈es

big woody lover . . .

Weasle Proof backzipping
security system

¬he formal lounge
TFL+

External: 31x50x20cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 17” laptop, 1 camera body,
upto 4 lenses or computer hard drives,
cables and accessories
BACK PACKS

ƒarmers double
FD+

External: 35x55x24cm (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 17” laptop, 2 camera bodies,
upto 4 lenses or computer hard drives,
cables and accessories
P - 19

Professional photo gigsters, The Puppet, Shrinkle and Brian’s Hottub are the bag for u:
fully removable photo pack and dividers for security and protection (where u need it!)

PUP001

dark red/red

ø π uppet

SRI001

black/grey

vrinkle

ø π uppet,
vrinkle

&Brians hottub

PUP002

dk grey/lt grey
Internal of puppet with removable laptop sleeve
External: 30x44x22 (wxhxd)
Features:
Holds: upto 14” laptop, 1 camera body, upto 3 lenses and accessories
\ The Puppet, Shrinkle and Brian’s
Hottub have original 1000d Chicken
Tex™ hyper performance accessory
fabric with waterproof ripstop lining
and removable extra padded
laptopsleeve. Features two easy access
front zip pockets and an additional
zippocket and penholder. Inside there's
a fully removable photopack for
professionals, with an adjustable
photodivider and security supermesh.
Access the photo and computer section
via the backpanel which keeps the back
of the pack clean when lying on the
ground. There's a dr bodenschatz back
hugger which makes light work of
heavy loads, and external side loops for
pouch and tripod attachment. Plus
SRI002
there's an extra pleatpocket and super
navy/silver/red
strong shoulderstraps with chest strap
for fine adjustment and extra loops for
External: 32x50x22 (wxhxd)
holding pouches. Brian’s Hottub has a
Holds: upto 15” laptop, 2 camera bodies, upto 5 lenses and accessories
waist belt available as an optional extra.

>

Internal of Schrinkle
and Brians Hottub
BHT001

BHT002

black/olive

black/navy

Brians hottub
BACK PACKS

External: 35x55x25 (wxhxd)
Holds: upto 17” laptop, 2 camera bodies, upto 7 lenses and accessories

Removable laptop sleeve
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Crumpler -

Photo Bags

Clickity clickity, yr a far far fartographer . . . So u need a
Crumpler farto bag (that’s photo if u don’t know!) . . .
It’s clucked up with Chicken Tex™ and ripstop lining . . .
U can get big and small camera tools inside (deep inside) . . .
there’s mesh to keep evrathun safe, there’s a Prince Charles
seal (minus his lip wax), internal lid seals, it’s all adjustable, there’s
velcro and elastico film and card holderos; some have got yr Third Leg
stabilisers – do we have to go on? Take a photo of the bags with yr eyes,
slip yerself down to the darkroom, stick yerself thru that weird water
shite then pop out of it with a Crumpler photobag for a head . . .
Fartographers forever!

Features:

CHICKEN ‘TEX’™

SPOOF PROOF

SIZE

THIRD LEG

super high
performance 1000d
Chicken ‘Tex’ ™
fabric for guaranteed
no cluck up bagz

& H20 proof ripstop
lining for when it’s
not raining men ...

photobags come in 10
sizes and 5 colours

extra strap keeps
back & load
straight when you
go bendy

PRINCE CHARLES
PROTECTIVE SEAL

keeps dirt and
corgis out

fig4. Female Clown
Baby, what u think? I lookin booodiful? U want
my lips on yr cheeky cheeks? Coarse u do . . .

Who’s yr mama? Who’s yr sister?
I goin down 2 the agency tomorra . . . they gonna
billboard ma’s proooty lily face, yes, oh . . . u
shood see what I can do with brown eye liner . . .

LOVE HANDLES

external loops for
pouches & accessories –
something to hang onto
you with
PHOTO BAGS

QUICK FLICK™ BUCKLE

DARK ROOM

MOST EXCELLENT

big strong buckle holds
on tight, easier to release
than your best mates
boyfriends bra

Safe, secure spot
to hide gadgets
or the truth . . .

wheeze guaranteez
the baggies from
first to last
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]
5 colours

These r the photo bags for all yr shoots, big, small, whatever’s yr photogroovic mission,
u got all the room u need for click loads of snap snap grin grin, that’s the pose gear . . .

+001

+002

black/dark grey

brown/oatmeal

+003

+004

red/light blue

olive/blue

>
C0mpany embarrassmenq
next Venue
15 love

&
Budgie smugler

+005

Features:

\ The Company Embarrassment, Next Venue,
15 Love, Tallee and Budgie Smuggler have original
1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper performance accessory
fabric and waterproof ripstop lining. Adjustable and
removable padded internal dividers; Prince Charles
Protective Seal makes sure no unwanted water, dust or
corgis enter your bag. External loops for pouch and
lenscase attachment, plus removable shoulder pads and
adjustable shoulder strap. Easy access front
compartment with mesh and zip pockets, accessory and
battery loops. They all have a comfortable contoured
back. Except the Budgie Smuggler they feature a third
leg stabiliser and the Dark Room (front access hidden
compartment for smaller lenses, extra accessories or
packets of money!)

grey/warm grey

Tallee

PHOTO BAGS
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5 siΩ≈es
Dark Room
and Camera Flaps closed

The Dark Room revealed

FL+

15 love

C0mpany
embarrassmenq

Dark Room
and Camera Flaps closed

Internal: 26x19x15cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 7.4l
Holds: 4 lenses, 2 bodies & accessories + extra stuff in the Dark Room
Available in 5 colours

The Dark Room revealed

CE+

Internal: 33x23x15cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 11.4l
Holds: 6 lenses, 2 bodies & accessories + extra stuff in the Dark Room
Available in 5 colours
Dark Room
and Camera Flaps closed

The Dark Room revealed

TE+

Tallee

Dark Room
and Camera Flaps closed

The Dark Room revealed

NV+

next Venue

PHOTO BAGS

Internal: 23x23x14cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 7.4l
Holds: Camcorder with all equipment or 2 long lenses or 4 smaller lenses, 2 bodies
& accessories + don't forget the Dark Room
Available in 5 colours

BS+

Internal: 29x21x14cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 8.5l
Holds: 4 lenses, 2 bodies & accessories + extra stuff in the Dark Room
Available in 5 colours

Budgie
smugler
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PHOTO BAGS

Internal: 23x17x14cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 5.5l
Holds: Digital camcorder plus accessories
or 2 lenses, 1 body and accessories
Available in 5 colours
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]
5 colours

+001

+002

+003

+004

+005

black/dark grey

brown/oatmeal

red/light blue

olive/blue

grey/warm grey

>

Features:

\ The Stamp Claimer and Snauros have original 1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper performance accessory fabric and waterproof ripstop lining. Features
adjustable and removable padded internal dividers. The Prince Charles Protective Seal makes sure no unwanted water, dust or corgis enter your bag plus a
removable shoulder strap. They have easy access front compartment with mesh and zip pockets, accessory and battery loops.
\ The Weeton, Ripsnorter and Baby Scarer are also accessory pouches so you can hold some more stuff by attaching them to the external loops on the side
of your laptop or camera bag. They all come in identical colours to match the photo bag range and have adjustable and removable shoulder straps

5 siΩ≈es

yamp oaimer

Snauros

SC+

SN+

Internal: 16x18x8cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 2.3l
Holds: Medium size digital camcorder or
1 body, 1 lens and accessories
Available in 5 colours

Weeton

WT+

Internal: 11x17x8cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 1l
Available in 5 colours

Internal: 15x17x8cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 2l
Holds: Small digital camcorder or
1 body, 1 lens and accessories
Available in 5 colours

Ripsnorter
RS+

Internal: 10x15x7cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 0.6l
Available in 5 colours

Baby Scarer
WT+

Internal: 9x13x7cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 0.5l
Available in 5 colours

15 Love (FL002) with
Weeton (WT002) loop it
through the external loops for
extra carrying capacity

&Snauros

Tube-o-lagers (lens cases)

>

Weeton

Ripsnorter

Features:

Baby Scarer

\ Buckle Cover Flap; Four Sizes for storing beer,
lenses and oh they are also attachable with the easy
access belt loop

PHOTO BAGS

yamp oaimer

TLS001

TLM001

TLL001

TLX001

8x11cm (wxh)

8.5X15CM (wxh)

9x21cm (wxh)

11x26cm (wxh)
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Crumpler (digits) -

porty Guys

Everyone loves a porty Guy . . . these are the
Crumpler bags made for super sportico slide
into second base, slip thru the safety net type
sandgropin superstars . . . They’re little on size
but big on seismo-graphic earthquakin fashion:
they’re cluckin full of Chicken Tex™, ripstop
and microfibre, u bewt buckles and elastic
holsters and removable webbing (cos even
ducks need to take off their shoes and relax!) They’ve got detachable belt
loops like any good superhero superbag and they’ve all got the Prince
Charles Protective Seal (that’s a freakin royal sea mammal with a
machine gun, okay) . . . No other bag will do the sporty freak thing like
the Sporty Guy . . .

Features:

CHICKEN ‘TEX’™

SPOOF PROOF

super high performance
1000d Chicken ‘Tex’ ™
fabric for guaranteed no
cluck up bagz

& H20 proof ripstop
lining for when it’s not
raining men ...

PRINCE CHARLES
PROTECTIVE SEAL

DETACHABLE
BELT LOOP

keeps dirt and
corgis out

keep your clothes on . . .
detach your bag without
taking your belt off. . .

fig5. Hot Dog Licker
People can be very nasty, can’t they? They say I like
hotdogs cos they’re long and pink and red and . . .

you see: they just say rude and
naughty things! But it’s the taste I
love . . . the way the hot juice spills out when you

TEACHERS STRAP

LA LOVER LINING

adjustable removable
shoulder strap so your back
doesn’t get a whippin

Micro fiber fluff free
super soft like a young
lover’s fur . . . goat

SIZE

MOST EXCELLENT

sporty guys come in 9
sizes and 3 colours and
they’re OK with that

wheeze guaranteez
the baggies from
first to last

take a little bite . . . Chunka, chunka – I’m satisfied!
DIGITS - SPORTY GUYS
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porty Guys

Sporty Guys r little bags 4 lovestyle on the fly – all the sizes u need 4 digi toys and
other lifestyle accessories – keep yr day-to-day, night-to-night gear strapped in tight.

>

9 siΩ≈es

Features:

SPORTY GUY 1.0+

\ The Sporty Guys are feature-packed: original 1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper performance accessory
fabric with waterproof ripstop lining; fluff-free non-scratch, super-soft, remarkably-luxurious micro
fibre lining in the camera compartment to protect screens and other tender extremities (invented by
Crumpler, yee haa Grandpa!); anti-static mesh pocket; belt loop; adjustable and removable shoulder
strap; Prince Charles Protective Seal making sure no unwanted water, dust or corgis enter your bag;
easy access front compartment with mesh pockets, plus memory card and battery loops.

Internal: 12x14x9cm (wxhxd)
Holds: Digital camera/compact video camera,
memory/smart cards, mini DV tape, batteries
and accessories.

SPORTY GUY 0.6+

Internal: 10x14x7cm (wxhxd)
Holds: Digital camera, memory cards,
batteries and accessories.

SPORTY GUY 2.8+

Internal: 17x20x10cm (wxhxd)
Holds: Most digital or video cameras. Batteries,
battery charger, compact flash, memory cards,
credit cards, mini DV tapes, cords, power
adaptor, instruction booklet, pens.

SPORTY GUY 0.4+

Internal: 8x12x7cm (wxhxd)
Holds: Digital camera, memory
cards, batteries.

SPORTY GUY 1.9+

Internal: 17x18x9cm (wxhxd)
Holds: Digital or video camera, DV tapes,
compact flash, memory/smart cards, credit
card, cords and accessories.

SPORTY GUY 0.3+

Internal: 8x10x4cm (wxhxd)
Holds: Small digital camera,
memory card, battery.

SPORTY GUY 0.2+

Internal: 7x9x4cm (wxhxd)
Holds: Very small digital camera,
memory card, battery.

SPORTY GUY 1.6+

Internal: 14x16x10cm (wxhxd)
Holds: Digital or video camera, memory/smart
cards, batteries and accessories.

]

3 colours

SPORTY GUY 1.2+

Internal: 13x15x9cm (wxhxd)
Holds: Digital video or compact camera,
memory/smart cards, batteries, DV tape
and accessories.

DIGITS - SPORTY GUYS
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+01

+02

+03

black/grey

blue/orange

brown/tan

DIGITS - SPORTY GUYS

Detachable strap and
belt loop for easy
attachment to bags
and belts
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Crumpler -

j0hn thursday
John Thursday’s the Crumpler range for all yr
e-vices and all the ones that haven’t been invented
yet . . . They’ve got stretchy neoprene, they’re
velcro steamed, and rawhide strong, Chicken
Tex™ feathered, tight to the bone and shock
resisto. They’re a slap hard strap range of pouches
and they’ll hold yr mobile, PDA, IPOD, MP3,
digi-cameras, minidiscs, water pistols, nail polish
bottles and that twiddly bit on the end of your
hotdog . . .without one thing ever gettin shook up
or shakin about . . .

Features:

CHICKEN ‘TEX’™

SPOOF PROOF

CLASPING

JOHN’S STRAP

super high performance
1000d Chicken ‘Tex’ ™
fabric for guaranteed no
cluck up bagz

& H20 proof ripstop
lining for when it’s not
raining men ...

lightweight shock resistant
neoprene fabric that knows
when to grip

neck strap to keep
your vices in control
*optional extra

fig6. Air Sax Lover
How roooomantic! Blow your tube for me, baby. Oooh,
the airsax is the sexiest of all the wind instramunts! You

make me feel like air dancin . . . I’m levitatin to
the sound of your deep throat notes, you horn bag

SIZE

MOST EXCELLENT

yeeee haaaa,
john thursday’s come in
7 sizes and 5 colours

wheeze guaranteez
the baggies from
first to last

blower, you . . . Come here, let me kiss your airhead lips
. . . errr, wish you’d do some air tonguing, baby . . .

JOHN THURSDAY

DETACHABLE
BELT LOOP

keep your clothes on . . .
detach your bag without
taking your belt off. . .
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j0hn thursday

7 siΩ≈es
John Thursdays are condoms for yr digigear: palm pilots,
cameras, phones, MP3s – invent yr own gadget for em . . .

]

5 colours

>

+001

+002

+003

lt. green/green

pink

black

+004

+005

orange/dk. orange

dk. blue/blue

JT100+

JT90+

JT80+

Size: 7.5x12.5x5cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 470ml

Size: 7.7x12.5x1.5cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 140ml

Size: 6.5x12.5x4.2cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 340ml

JT70+

JT60+

JT50+

JT40+

Size: 6.0x11.5x3.5cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 240ml

Size: 5.8x9.5x3cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 170ml

Size: 5.5x8.8x1.3cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 60ml

Size: 4.0x10.5x2cm (wxhxd)
Volume: 80ml

Features:
\ The John Thursday’s have original 1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper performance accessory fabric and waterproof ripstop lining.
Neoprene with super suspension formula provides optimum gear protection and highest flexibility at varying load options. Features a
detachable belt loop and has a secret pocket function on inner flap for memory cards or money storage. Available in 7 sizes and 5
colours for digital gear, eg. camera, PDA, MP3 and mobile phone and . . .

JOHN THURSDAY

For the pocketless and
beltless - John’s Strap (an
optional extra) is available to
keep your vices in control
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JOHN THURSDAY

For the belted generation
John Thursdays have a
belt loop keeping your
pants on your hips.
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Crumpler -

Glamour & Messenger BAGS

You’ve got 2 have yr Glamour and Messenger bags cos they’re so glamma
and so totally youski. We’ll be clucked if they haven’t got Chicken Tex™
fabric and ripstop lining; they’ve got external pockets and non-Siamese
twin velcro closures, buckin buckles and padded straps (for padded
smells), reflector beams and everythin u need in a bag that’s great for the
streets, the beats, the cheats, the country, the town, the night gown,
gettin down or gettin about . . . + u can put a Bunion Insert in any of these
and it can hold stuff you need to keep nice and protected (like those photos
that yr gunna put on the net)

Features:

CHICKEN ‘TEX’™

SPOOF PROOF

QUICK RELEASE BUCKLES

SIZE

super high performance
1000d Chicken ‘Tex’ ™
fabric for guaranteed no
cluck up bagz

& H20 proof ripstop
lining for when it’s not
raining men ...

big strong buckles hold
on tight, easier to release than
your best mates boyfriends bra

glamour and messenger
bags from the itibitiest to
the megolithieth.

fig8. Donkey Love
My mama always said quit horsin around . . . so I did.
I stopped ridin bareback, settled down and got me a
donkey.

She ain’t no wise ass, neither, she’s

THIRD LEG

SHINY

LOVE HANDLES

MOST EXCELLENT

extra strap keeps back & load
straight when you go bendy

safety glow strip for nite
safety and show off time

external loops for pouches
& accessories – something
to hang onto you with

wheeze guaranteez the
baggies from first to last

good donkey style or I’m hung like a penguin. Shhh,
don’t mention donkey kong or she’ll start swingin her ass
ass over beer barrels and I’ll never get her home . . .

GLAMOUR & MESSENGER BAGS
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AAg0tts

AG009

AG010

purple/light.purple

silver/orange

fig9. Heavy Sweater
People say I make them sweat before I answer their questions. They get
all hot under the collar and say, Do you support sweatshops?
I say,

Yes, I do, But I like outdoor sweating, too, anywhere I can

perspire . . . (what do u mean I smell like a hot date?)

AG011

black/grey

AG012

brown/light brown

AG013

blue/light.blue

>

AG014

red/light.red

Features:
\ Has original 1000d
Chicken Tex™ hyper
performance accessory fabric,
adjustable strap, a zip front
pocket and velcro flap.
External: 22x21x7cm (wxhxd)

GLAMOUR BAGS
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blunderBus

>

BB004

BB005

BB006

olive/orange

red/silver

black

Features:
\ The Blunderbus has original 1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper performance
accessory fabric and waterproof ripstop lining. Features adjustable shoulder
strap, external zip pocket, internal pockets and Quick Flick™ buckle.
JBB001

External: 19x23x16cm (wxhxd)

The Bunion fits perfectly into your
Blunderbus transforming it from glamour
to protective function bag
Holds: 1 body + 2 lenses + accessories
or anything that needs protecting

heinous

HE004

HE005

red/orange/yellow

green/black/silver

blunderBus

>
HE006

black/grey/silver

Features:
\ The Heinous has original
1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper
performance accessory fabric and
waterproof ripstop lining. Features
adjustable shoulder strap, external
zip pocket, internal pockets and
Quick Flick™ buckle.
External: 37x32x16cm (wxhxd)

GLAMOUR BAGS

JBH001

The Bunion fits perfectly into your
Heinous transforming it from glamour to
protective function bag
Holds: 2 bodies + 3 lenses + accessories
or anything that needs protecting
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W036

W037

red/white pvc

black/white

W038

W039

grey/cream

navy/cream

W040

W041

purple/silver

oatmeal/white pvc

>

Features:
\ Your Weenie has original 1000d Chicken Tex™
hyper performance accessory fabric and waterproof
ripstop lining. Features an adjustable shoulder strap, a
super secure velcro fastening, plus three large
internal pockets and a Quick Flick™ buckle.
External: 45x24x17cm (wxhxd)

LollyBag

M

eenie

Attach the LollyBag (available in
4 colours) to the strap of your
crumpler bag for your phone

JBW001

The Bunion Insert for your Weenie
transforming it from glamour to
protective function bag
Holds: 2 bodies + 4 lenses +
accessories or anything that
needs protecting

LB-001

red
GLAMOUR BAGS
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W0nder

M

eenie

fig10. Prawn Star
Prawns sometimes get a bad name. But they clean up
pretty well. That’s

why I’m a Prawn Star – I taste

all these underwater moles,

they’re a bit frigid

at first, but they thaw out. I really get into Prawn – you peel off

>

W028

W029

red/light red

black/grey

W030

W031

red/silver

black

W032

W033

green/orange

blue/lt.blue

Features:
\ The Wonder Weenie has original 1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper performance
accessory fabric and waterproof ripstop lining (with reflective striping). Comes
with a removable shoulder pad and adjustable strap with third leg stabiliser. Has
external zip pocket, three internal pockets and Quick Flick™ buckle. Initials WW.

JBW001

The Bunion inserts into your Wonder
Weenie transforming it from messenger to
protective function bag
Holds: 2 bodies + 4 lenses + accessories
or anything that needs protecting

External: 44x27x16cm (wxhxd)

these moles’ shells and they’re so pink and fleshy underneath .
. . slippery,

lippery yumstar . . .!
MESSENGER BAGS
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>

SS018

SS019

olive/white pvc

grey/orange

SS020

SS021

black/white pvc

red/blue

SS022

SS023

oatmeal/cream

blue/cream

Features:
\ The Super Snipe has original
1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper
performance accessory fabric and
waterproof ripstop lining. Features a
removable shoulder pad and adjustable
strap with third leg stabiliser, external
zip pocket and three internal zip
pockets plus Quick Flick™ buckle
External: 41x30x19cm (wxhxd)

MESSENGER BAGS

JBS001

The Bunion for your Supersnipe
transforming it from messenger to
protective function bag
Holds: 2 bodies + 4 lenses + accessories
or anything that needs protecting

super Snipe
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>

CD038

CD039

olive/silver

orange/warm grey

CD040

CD041

blue/lt.blue

red

CD042

CD043

brown

black

Features:
\ Your Seedy Three has Original 1000d Chicken Tex™
hyper performance accessory fabric and waterproof ripstop
lining. Features a removable shoulder pad and adjustable
strap with third leg stabiliser. Comes with three internal
pockets plus Quick Flick™ buckle. Various seedy designs.
External: 55x28x21cm (wxhxd)

MESSENGER BAGS

§eedy three

JBC001

The Bunion insert for your
Seedy Three transforming
it from messenger to
protective function bag
Holds: laptop + 2 bodies
+ 6 lenses + accessories
or anything that needs
protecting

Nadsac
NSK - BLACK

Attach the Nadsac to the strap of your
glamour or messsenger bag for your
phone, MP3 player or PDA
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tux Deluxe∆˚

FD021

FD020

blue/red/cream

olive/orange/cream

>

Features:
\ The Fux Deluxe has original 1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper
performance accessory fabric, reflective striping and waterproof
ripstop lining. Comes with a removable shoulder pad and
adjustable strap with third leg stabiliser. Features external zip
pocket, three internal pockets and Quick Flick™ buckle.
Internal: 59x31x21cm (wxhxd)

FD022

black/grey/orange

JBF001

The Bunion fits into your Fux Deluxe transforming it
from messenger to protective function bag
Holds: laptop + 2 bodies + 6 lenses + accessories
or anything that needs protecting

6ee’s knees

>

Features:
\ The Bees Knees has original 2000d Chicken Tex™
hyper performance accessory fabric and waterproof
ripstop lining (reflective striping). Comes with a
shoulder pad and adjustable strap with third leg
stabiliser. Features external zip pocket, three internal
pockets, extra internal compartments and Quick Flick™
buckle. Enourmous size.
Internal: 66x40x27cm (wxhxd)

fig11. Porkle Petting
Some people love their poodles, I love my Porkle.
He’s booootiful, even if he’s done a bit much sun bacon –
his hynedy smells a bit rynedy! But he’s my little lap
Porkle, he doesn’t pee on telephone polls, he wees on deli

BK004

black/grey

counters . . . His kennel’s like a pig sty, but I don’t mind,
he’s as cute as a hamstar . .

MESSENGER BAGS
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{

6ack 2 6ack {

]
5 colours

Stick yr CD tracks of muzak and infostack in yr Back to Backs (yak!):
lots of differunt sizes 4 all yr CDs on the movin needs . . .

+001

+002

+003

+004

+005

lt. green/green

black

orange/dk. orange

dk. blue/navy

dk. red/red

>

Features:
\ Back to Backs have original 1000d Chicken Tex™ hyper performance accessory
fabric and waterproof ripstop lining. Inside, high quality removable sleeves.

5siΩ≈es

BC80

Size: 20x30x9cm (wxhxd)
Holds: up to 80 CDs and booklets
BC160

Size: 33x33x8cm (wxhxd)
Holds: up to 160 CDs and booklets

BC56

BC36

BC24

Size: 15x16x9cm (wxhxd)
2 compartments store up to 56 CDs.

Size: 15x16x5cm (wxhxd)
Holds: up to 36 CDs.

Size: 15x16x4cm (wxhxd)
Holds: up to 24 CDs.

BACK TO BACK CD SACKS
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The Crumpler nudex to 6ag sizes!

(Mel 5’8” or 172cm)

Roll-O-Notes

Wee Bee

Crippy Duck

Mac Bains (m)

Mac Bains (l)

Mac Bains (xl)

Company Embarrassment

Wack-O-Phone

Very Busy Man

Crisp Suit

15 Love

The Next Venue

The December Quarter

Tall ‘E’

Budgie Smuggler

Snaurous

Stamp Claimer

Rip Snorter

Weeton

Baby Scarer

Sporty Guy 0.2

Sporty Guy 0.3
Blunderbus
Formal Lounge
Team Player
Crumpler bags

Base Toucher

Sheep Scarer

Farmer’s Double

Brian’s Hottub

Fux Deluxe
Seedy Three

Wonder Weenie

Weenie

Super Snipe

Sporty Guy 1.9
Aggott

Heinous

are packed full of features

CHICKEN 'TEX'™

TIGHT LIPS

Crumpler’s own
official super high
performance
1000d fabric,
lightweight,
durable, resists
tearing and quick
drying for cluckin
great bags.

shock proof
laptop
holders inside
yr bag

WEASEL PROOF

Sporty Guy 2.8

Sporty Guy 1.6

Sporty Guy 1.2

Sporty Guy 1.0

Sporty Guy 0.6
Sporty Guy 0.4

The fetish behind the 6ag behind the name behind that curtain

CLASPING

Crumpler’s own
Lightweight
bag safety
shock resistant
system to keep neoprene fabric
out thievin
that wraps tight
weasels.
round your
digital gear
protecting it
from knocks and
scrapes. . .

SIZE

SHINY

our bags
come in all
shapes and
sizes and
they’re OK
with that

reflective
stripe on yr
bag so u can
be seen at
night cos u
doooo
wannabee
seeeeeen . . .

TEACHERS
STRAP

adjustable and
removable
strap for
heavy loads
and naughty
boygirls.

JOHN’S STRAP

LA LOVER LINING

SPOOF PROOF

CONTOURED

DETACHABLE

PRINCE CHARLES

DARKROOM

QUICK RELEASE

THIRD LEG

Neckstrap for
your John
Thursday to
keep you
steady and
strong with yr
heavy loads.

microfibre inner
lining, strong,
fluff free and soft
like yr lover’s fur
. . . goat.

Water proof
ripstop lining –
also helpful if
it’s rainin men.

BACKS

BELT LOOP

PROTECTIVE SEAL

bag hidden
inner
compartment
to hide
valuable stuff
or the truth.

BUCKLES

xtra strap to
stabilise yr sling
bag load or
assist in human
tripod game.
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hugs your detach your bag
back . . . like . . . keep your
you want it clothes on . . .
too

keeps dirt and
corgis out

big strong
buckles hold on
tight, easier to
release than
your best mates
boyfriends bra

MOST EXCELLENT

LOVE HANDLES

This means yr
xtra loops on yr
bag is
bag for hanging
guaranteed to onto pouches and
last even longer
accessories . . .
than yr fetishes. good and strong
like yr uncle’s
handles . . .
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or why are bags are named what they are named

!

Aggott - alien for testicle holder

Tallee - You like em long and straight, light on lace . . .

Wee Bee - Draw the line: no golden showers on insects . . .

Blunderbus - wrap the bus round yr blubber, baby

Budgie Smuggler - I'll feather yr bird

Crippy Duck - There's a bird for every feather's tickle

Weenie - Cos you love a little tweak . . .

Stamp Claimer- Who said anythin bout lickin?

Sheep Scarer - Yes, Dr Ram, it's about the length . . .

Wonder Weenie - Big fetishes come in small massages . . .

Snauros - You wanna be with somethin prehistoric?

Base Toucher - You can slide to fifth base with a bag like this baby

Super Snipe - No gun fetishes here, cowboy

The Formal Lounge - This couch is comfy, baby, real comfy . . .

Team Player - When I said get together, team, I meant . . .

Seedy Three - spit those seeds all over me, yeah

Farmer's Double - What looks like a cow, might not be a cow . . .

Baby Scarer- You've got a fetish for condensed milk. . .Very slimely

Fux Deluxe - you wanna fuh-, you wanna fuh- . . . Fun bag?

Brian's Hot Tub - Sit back, relax and make sure those suds are suds Ripsnorter - Pull back on that pig - he'll buck you boy

Heinous - Let's you and me take a walk - to whip lash land

McBain's - Oh, McBain, you've skun it again.

Weetons - Love is nothin but a bowl of crunchies from your lunchies

The December Quarter - Don't finger the December figures . . .

Roll O Notes - Slip yr cash in my envelope

John Thursday - Get off the cowboy, horse, his back's broke!

Company Embarrassment-We know what you wear under your suit

Wack O Phone - Get your eyes tested - it's time for Phone Specs!

John`s Strap - Cos its slap, strip and strap it on

Next Venue - It's that dark place, with masked donkeys

Very Busy Man - Make that meeting - take that tongue lashing

Back to Back - Slip me a disk when you bend over

15Love - Lyin back and receivin the service ace

Crisp Suit - Sharp, strong: you love to dominate

Sporty Guy - Fetish: I have to vault the pole, I have to vault the pole
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